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(Aleister Crowley, the author of the following brilliant ar-

raignment of England, is the foremost Irish poet living.  He has 
been a frequent contributor to the principal English magazines 
and reviews, and his volumes of poetry have given him a defi-
nite place in English literature.  His article in this issue of The 
International is startling in its sharp analysis of contemporary 
England, and coming from the pen of one who really knows 
England, will compel many to readjust their opinion of "our 
mother country.") 

 
O England!  England, mighty England falls! 

None shall lament her lamentable end! 
The Voice of Justice thunders at her walls. 

She would not hear.  She shall not comprehend! 
The nations keep their mocking carnivals: 

She hath not left a friend! 
 

The harlot that men called great Babylon, 
In crimson raiment and in smooth attire, 

The scarlet leprosy that shamed the sun, 
The gilded goat that plied the world for hire: 

Her days of wealth and majesty are done, 
Men trample her for mire! 

 
The temple of their God is broken down; 

Yea, Mammon's shrine is cleansed!  The house of her, 
That cowed the world with her malignant frown, 

And drove the Celt to exile and despair, 
Is battered now—God's fire destroys the town; 

London admits God's air. 
 
They scorned the God that made them; yea, they said: 

Lords of this globe, the Saxon race, are we; 
Europe before us lies, as men lie dead; 

Britannia—ho, Britannia rules the sea! 
This night thy kingdom shall be finished, 

Thy soul required of thee"* 
 
 
* Carmen Saeculare, 1900.  Kegan, Paul & Co. 



In these words (among others) I prophesized the end of 
England fifteen years ago.  I was only a boy, with a boy's vi-
sion; and the poems have the oracular vitality. 

It is now possible to fill in the details in prose. 
At that time, had I been asked for visible signs of decay, I 

could only have said that Queen Victoria would have spelt the 
end of anything, and that a nation of the size of England which 
could be so strained in assassinating the wives and children of a 
handful of farmers had not soundness.  Subsequently it proved 
that the conquest of the Boers was indeed the final effort of a 
giant with a groggy heart.  No sooner was the Transvaal won 
than it had to be restored.  Today the Uitlander is just as ill (or 
as well) treated as under Kruger, and the British public acqui-
esces in the wholesale shooting of British miners by Botha, for 
the crime of striking. 

Yes, it is the heart of England that is rotten, and I am eager 
to enhance my reputation as a prophet by elaborating the 
sketches that I made in boyhood.  I propose to show the symp-
toms of British decadence, and to detail what must inevitably 
occur. 

Incidentally, the country will be "saved."  The Kaiser would 
be very foolish to make England a German province, for 
though, as Mark Twain tells us, his manure-heap is the wealth 
and pride of every German peasant, one does not want it at 
one's front door. 

To begin at the bottom, with George V. 
Where is the Kaiser?  In the trenches. 
King Albert?  Hiding somewhere in England, hag-ridden by 

Queen Mary and the other nightmare, Zeppelins. 
I do not blame M. Poincaré for not being at the front; it is 

no part of the theory that he should be there.  The Czar, too, 
may be excused.  He is half mythical, like the Mikado; a sacred 
demi-deity in the eyes of his ignorant subjects, not a man like 
themselves.  But England was once famous for her warrior 
kings.  William the Conqueror (not to mention Arthur Pendrag-
on), Henry I, Edward III (and the Black Prince, his son), Henry 
V, and so on.  Even Richard Crookback, by virtue of his indomi-
table spirit, looks prettier to posterity than Edward IV, glutton, 
drunkard, and profligate.  Henry VII won his throne by force; 
even Charles I took the field, weakling as he was in many 
ways.  Charles II fought for his rights, and so did the legitimate 
heirs of his throne, James III and Prince Charles Edward Stuart.  
Their ghosts must be glad today to think that George V is none 
of theirs, but the issue of a paper king, a parliamentary phan-
tom, the imported King Log George I, made in Germany. 



The only decent class in England today is the landed gentry.  
It is blood that counts.  They go willingly into battle.  They are 
nourished well from infancy, protected against contamination 
until they are strong enough to resist it, trained in field sports, 
breathe in freedom and the habit of command with every 
breath; they have the traditions of courage and loyalty, and 
they make good.  In particular, that moral principle of friend-
ship which made Sparta and Athens famous is inculcated in 
every public school, and in the church; while, in the universi-
ties, it is the very badge of Oxford, and the secret fountain of 
the glory of Cambridge. 

This class is accordingly physically and morally well-
developed.  It is a caste of castes, and it is a fighting caste, 
though only a small percentage become professional soldiers.  
But it supplies India, where 10,000 English hold down 
300,000,000 natives by sheer moral superiority, and the civil 
services, which rule the Cabinet itself by tact and social pres-
tige.  Its members recognize each other at sight, and hang to-
gether to the death.  Of course, there are bad eggs, but even in 
heaven Satan drew a third of the angels after him. 

Outside this class we find the royal family, the bourgeois, 
and the working man.  Also the present government.  And here 
there is nothing but corruption.  The breakdown of the feudal 
system was the social ruin of England.  Shakespeare began life 
as a patriot; but thirty years of London turned him into a sav-
age satirist, and in the end he never missed an opportunity to 
lash the English.  Similarly, the Reformation was the moral ruin 
of England.  It was not at first obvious that giving up Rome 
meant giving up God, sooner or later.  Indeed, the Puritan was 
hickory; and the spirit survived sporadically until recent years 
in the savage Protestantism of Outram, Havelock, Nicholson 
and Gordon.  But they were the rear guard; their representative 
today is a Cheltenham colonel who plaintively advertises in the 
Morning Post that England cannot hope to win the war while 
idolatrous practices like having a "Billiken" or a "Touchwood" 
continue! 

If their spirit live yet, it is not in England but in Germany.  
The Kaiser fanatically and sincerely believes with his whole soul 
that there is a God, and that God is with him.  Like Cromwell, 
he keeps his powder dry, too, so that even an Atheist hesitates 
to contradict him.  More, I can imagine an Atheist saying that, 
though intellectually convinced that there is no God, he was 
morally convinced that the Kaiser's belief in God was the 
strongest weapon in the war. 



We have seen how Shakespeare turned against England as 
he got to know it; we may look in vain for first-class poets to 
praise England in its degeneration.  Shelley, Keats, Blake, By-
ron, Burns, all lash England with their scorn.  It turned Shelley 
into an Atheist and an anarchist; it killed Keats; it made Blake a 
solitary, and Byron an exile.  Swinburne boils over again and 
again in "Songs Before Sunrise" and elsewhere, before the 
prophet-soul went out of him, and left him a mere literary man.  
He sees England one with the tyrants and slaves, her dream of 
liberty dead.  See "Perinde a Cadaver," "An Appeal," "To Walt 
Whitman in America," and many another.  Even shallower 
souls, such as the well-fed intellectual Browning, only praises 
England ("Home thoughts from Abroad," and "An Englishman in 
Italy") from the safe distance of Gibralter or Asolo.  (My own 
line is rather "Home-truths from Abroad")!  Kipling only praises 
the landed classes and their serfs and vassals, wither in India 
or at home.  Tennyson was a mere toady, a stringer-together of 
rimes, a valet "connait au fond service d'intérieur," little better 
than Alfred Noyes:  no poet or prophet any more than a grocer. 

The exceptions are Dibdin, Dryden, and the war-lyric school 
generally.  But these were not prophets either:  they wrote stir-
ring verse in stirring times about British sailors, and the British 
sailor—before he became a good young man with a blue ribbon 
and a hymnbook—was a devil of a fine fellow, and the terror of 
the bourgeois.  Also he had the tradition of friendship above 
mentioned, and he had the fear of God before his eyes, and a 
wife in every port.  (I shall show later that these two things are 
one, and the essential of manhood.) 

We have then clearly in our minds how England has been 
degenerating since 1600, and how her poets have warned her.  
Like Jerusalem, she is already morally destroyed.  All events 
take place in the soul; material happenings are but the crystal-
lization of those forces.  Let us now turn to the present, and 
watch the death-agony of the empire. 

 
II. 

I traveled through France, from Pontarlier to Dieppe, during 
the mobilization, and confess to infinite pride and pleasure in 
the temper of the people.  The hour had struck; it was time to 
go to business.  That was all.  There was no hysteria, no crowds 
crying "A Berlin," hardly even enthusiasm.  But no hesitation or 
regret.  Determination is the word, in its full philosophical 
sense; '70 had taught the French a lesson.  They did not want 
to fight, but they were prepared to fight; and, now was de-



clared, they were fighting.  Every person automatically 
switched over from the business of peace to the business of 
war.  Politics disappeared; Socialism disappeared.  It seemed 
as though the people recognized intuitively that these things 
were but the amusements of leisure. 

(The same mental attitude was, of course, equally firm in 
Germany.  Even Belgium, betrayed by its rulers for British gold, 
earned the past subsidies manfully.  The people went to their 
double-cross crucifixion like sheep to the slaughter; and as a 
sheep before the shearers is dumb, so opened they not their 
mouths.) 

After a week in Paris, a week of comradeship, I crossed to 
England, and had the shock that only great disgust can bring.  
Imagine a son three years away from home, who should return 
to find his mother walking the streets!  J had foolishly believed 
that the magnitude of the catastrophe would have stripped off 
shams, shocked everyone into common sense, awakened man-
hood, and the rest of it.  I am a poet, and cannot understand 
stupidity.  But the English had not realized the war at all!  On 
the contrary, the whole of the British press had gone madder 
than ever.†  Only Bernard Shaw, Cunninghame Graham, and 
Frank Harris, of all the world of writers, even tried to keep their 
heads.  There was nothing but silly screams and coarse jeers.  
The Crown Prince was a common thief; every German was a 
murderer and a coward; he only attacked women and children; 
he did nothing but get drunk and commit rape, robbery, assas-
sination, mutilation, and cannibalism.  The iron discipline of the 
German army disappeared (on paper) with a stroke of a pen.  
Men whose very lives depended on self-control, obedience to 
orders, avoidance of every kind of excess, were pictured as a 
gang of lawless bandits frenzied with drink.  This horde of rav-
ing savages was, however, destroying the strongest fortresses 
in the world as an avalanche destroys a chalet; these drunken 
baby-killers chased the British army as greyhounds chase a 
hare.  Observe the time taken in the "masterly retreat" from 
Mons, and what becomes of the story of stubborn rearguard 
actions?  "A little British army goes a damned long way" in-
deed, when the Uhlans are behind it. 

They have recovered now, because the gentry have enlisted 
as privates.  When the gentry are all killed off, good night! 

To return to the moral attitude of England.  The majority 
were frankly bored.  An infernal nuisance, war, in the height of

† Austin Harrison actually tried to prove that the war was caused by the 
whole German nation going sadistically sex-mad!!! 

Note:—Zangwill has now appeared as the Prodigal Son to join them. 



the holiday season!  Others were scared, laid in many months' 
supplies of food, dug holes beneath their cellars, and awaited 
Zeppelins as a bird awaits a snake. 

There was no sane body of public opinion vocal, no one to 
see that, was being war, the way to win was to get a bigger 
and better army than your enemy.  Only Kitchener saved the 
situation, and he had to insist on a practical dictatorship.  They 
did all they could to tie him up.  In the whole country only he, 
Lord Roberts and Sir Edward Grey were trusted.  Lord Roberts 
was too old to act; Sir Edward Grey was only known in his own 
class!  Winston Churchill was thought clever, but a mountebank 
and a scoundrel.  Asquith was thought honest, but a drunkard.  
Lloyd George was known to be a thief, one of the infamous 
gang of the Marconi swindles. 

The King was a mere nobody.  The sturdy backwoodsmen of 
Australia had roared with laughter when he came with his minc-
ing steps, his pigmy stature, his fishy bulging eyes, to their 
shores.  Such was the feeling in India against the weak watery 
nincompoop that his tour had to be cut short.  In England he 
was known not to have a will of his own.  When Mary said it 
was bed-time, to bed he went.  The Prince of Wales?  Only a 
boy, an amiable imbecile with hanging head and dropped jaw.  
No hope in royalty.  Kitchener, and Kitchener alone, saved the 
republic.  Grey had brought about the war; but, having done 
so, he was of no more use.  But Kitchener was in the public 
eye; Kitchener was trusted, and Kitchener was worthy of the 
trust.  He, too, held dearly to that tradition of manly friendship 
which is the backbone of a nation; and his caste rallied to him 
as one man. 

But the public never stirred.  When he wanted his recruiting 
posters on every taxicab, the men refused.  They might lose a 
shilling here or there.  Only when the gentlemen of England re-
fused to ride in any cab that did not have the poster did they 
change their note. 

Then, the kind of woman that no one ever offered to kiss in 
her life began to offer kisses to recruits.  ("Death in the trench-
es for me!" said one soldier).  They also offered white feathers 
to civilians.  This practice received a slight check when it be-
came known that one of their victims was a dispatch rider from 
General French!  It will amaze history that all this hysterical 
campaign should have been possible.  It was ridiculous; it was 
useless, and in a country with a sound heart there would have 
been neither need nor time for it. 



San publicists—of whom there were a few, persons who in 
peace time had been of no importance owing to their inability 
to degrade themselves by servility and venality—knew from the 
first that these methods of hysteria were of no avail.  They ad-
vocated conscription, or financial pressure on the recalcitrant.  
They knew that no spark of patriotism yet lurked in the hearts 
of this degenerate race, this sexless, irreligious, crew of crea-
tures lost to self-respect and self-control, beings rotted out of 
humanity by industrialism and cheap newspapers. 

So England had a music hall military spirit, and a newspaper 
courage.  Every one was glad when anyone else went to fight.  
The recruit was clapped on the back, and treated to a beer, and 
called a hero, and thought a bloody fool. 

The "spy peril" was another sign of decadence.  France and 
Germany promptly popped every enemy into prison within 
twenty-four hours, and no words wasted.  In England to 
achieve this result needed a newspaper campaign, and in the 
course of it the Globe was nearly suppressed for saying plain 
sensible things.  Then they had a registration system which an-
noyed the innocent, and had no effect on the guilty.  Then they 
published a statement that they had a countermine system for 
spies which made them rather a help than otherwise.  Ultimate-
ly, they woke with a start and thrust every alien into a dungeon 
without enquiry; that is, after all the real spies had finished 
their work and got away.  Of course, the truth was that there 
were so many spies in the royal household, the Privy Council, 
the Admiralty, and the War Office that it was very difficult to 
act!  Instead of smooth, swift action, there was vacillation, and 
at last unnecessary violence.  In this, as in all other matters, 
there was so much talk and so little action that it seemed as if 
one of George Bernard Shaw's plays had come to life! 

Similarly, there was a disposition to wreak vengeance on 
the enemy in ways hardly suited to an intelligent nursery.  
"Prussian Blue" was renamed "Royal Blue.  The "King of Prus-
sia" inn was deprived of its P.  I myself suggested Edingrad, 
Middlesgrad, etc., and nobody laughed.  They barred German 
music; they refused to buy German pianos.  I hear that today 
animal lovers are writing to the papers to protest against the 
ill-treatment of Dachshunds.  I only wonder they did not shoot 
children for having German measles.  "One of the Williams" 
wrote to, and was printed in, the Daily Mail to the effect that 
the name of William was now for ever accursed, and he and all 
other honest Williams would change their name for the heroic 
name of Albert.  I agree.  I propose, too, to make it retrospec-



tive.  Thus:  Albert the Conqueror, Albert Wordsworth, Albert 
Blake, Albert Shakespeare, and so on.  Also (please please!) 
per contra, the William Memorial.  Such are symptoms not of 
mere fever, but of consumption or of cancer in the body politic. 

The next item is the censorship.  This was conducted on 
lines which show how the general corruption of the people had 
infected the official mind.  True policy would have made the 
most of reverses, in the hope of stirring some latent manhood 
in the people.  But perhaps the censors know there was none.  
No surgery can supply spine. 

However, they suppressed all that wise men in a decent 
country could have published, and published nearly all that 
should have been suppresses. 

The stupid story of the million Russians was industriously 
circulated by the Secret Service, apparently in the hope of fool-
ing the Germans!  Instead, people merely failed to see why 
they should enlist; the Russians could do it all. 

They concealed the "Audacious" disaster.  They ought to 
have made it six dreadnoughts rather than one, and asked for 
more men and money. 

Even when men did enlist they treated them so badly that 
they ran away, even before they saw the Germans! 

However, ultimately they got some men; nobody knows 
how many.  There is a silly bluff about 3,000,000.  These must 
be the "rogues in buckram suits" and the "knaves in Kendal 
green" of "Falstaff."‡  Indeed, the whole story of the recruiting 
makes one think of Shakespeare's great scene with Mouldy, 
Bullcalf, Shadow, Wart, and Feeble. 

If there be 3,000,000, however, it will be only another 
feather, if a draggled one, in the Kaiser's cap.  For there are not 
3,000,000 men in England, only slaves.  And, having got them, 
what happens?  What do their fathers, brothers, sons, and 
cousins do?  Do they accept the hardships implicit in war?  Do 
they work cheerfully to supply the army?  Not a bit of it.  They 
just strike for more pay.  Even as the Glasgow merchants, with 
connections high in the political world, sell munition of was to 
the Germans, they think only of their purses and their paunch-
es. 

And how does the government reply?  Not in the manly way 
by commandeering every man and every munition in the coun-
try, but by laying the blame on drink.  Prohibition is to be the 
cure for selfishness, cowardice, callousness as to their country's 
fate.  A fine race to make an army of!  Where are the descend-

‡  A month after they have got the 3,000,000 they are starting a new re-
cruiting campaign. 

Note:—And now the Lusitania is sunk we learn that it was all bluff; there 
were still 25,000 Germans walking about as usual! 



ants of the sturdy English billmen that won Crecy, the bowmen 
with their yard long shafts that turned Agincourt into a sham-
bles? 

Does the government recognize the fact that Englishmen 
are no more men?  If so, it dare not say so.  It whines "this is a 
German plot," "German agents are fomenting discontent."  A 
noble confession!  What of the countermine spy system that 
was so successful!  What of the arrest of all the German bands?  
One had really hoped that having cut the throat of the last bar-
ber, and strangled the last waiter in his napkin, and broken the 
last trombone over its owner's head, one would have had a lit-
tle ease from fear.  But now it appears that all the Smiths are 
really Schmidts, and the Williams Wilhelms.  (It is really a little 
awkward, all the royal family being German!) 

And so the war drags on; England's good blood freely shed, 
whether in a right cause or a wrong; the independent workman 
carousing and loafing.  He doesn't think the Zeppelins will come 
to Liverpool and Glasgow, Cardiff and Manchester.  And if Eng-
land is conquered, why, his work is always worth so much a 
day, and German beer is as good as English beer, and what 
he's really looking for is "The Coming Triumph of Marxian So-
cialism"—see the English Review for February, 1915.  The pro-
ceedings of the Independent Labor Party at Norwich reveal a 
spirit that would shame a cocaine-sodden capon. 

A patriot in England can only hope that the industrial clas-
ses may be swept away in their millions by the artillery of the 
enemy, or by the pestilence of God.  England would again be a 
great country if we had the nobles, the squires, and the peas-
antry as of yore, with a man for a king. 

And this might yet be, were it not for the bourgeois. 
 

III. 
It is easy to see that the bourgeois is the bottomless pit.  

This is the one incurable plague.  This is the lues in England 
which is beyond mercury.  For it is that mercurially poisoned 
blood whose very medicine has turned to an aggravation of the 
malady. 

The bourgeois is infected to the marrow; there is no sound 
spot in him.  The royal family would matter no more than a 
wart were it not nourished by the snobbish adulation of the 
middle classes.  The workingman has been brought to his pre-
sent purulence by the knavery of the bourgeois.  For there are 
only two qualities in him:  he cheats, and he shams.  Coward-
ice, parsimony, hypocrisy, and the rest of his vices are only ac-
cidentals. 



"His God is his belly; his glory is in his shame; he minds 
earthly things." 

He superseded the squire when the late Prince Consort 
made trade genteel; and his triumph spelt the end of manhood 
and of patriotism.  For your commercial man has no stake in 
the country; he has no fatherland; he is merely a parasite on 
whatever country is fool enough to nourish him.  His real capital 
is his experience in cheating other people; and he can do that 
anywhere.  Thinking only of money, he is utterly unscrupulous.  
The slave-owners might ill-treat their slaves now and again; the 
feudal barons might be harsh and tyrannical to their serfs.  But 
this was ignorance; if they had been enlightened they would 
have seen that it was to their interest to protect them.  But the 
Manchester school was very enlightened indeed; it deliberately 
calculated that the cheapest way was to work a man to death 
and hire another. 

The result of the efforts of this school has been to destroy 
the English peasantry, to empty the country of men, and fill the 
towns with phantoms.  The average stature of the lower classes 
in England has decreased by inches in 100 years; that of the 
upper classes has increased.  It is as if two races were differen-
tiating.  And the bourgeois has gone on his way rejoicing.  He 
has wormed his way into the rind of society, always servile, al-
ways envious, always ashamed of himself, always cringing to a 
lord, and haughty to a workman, obsequious to a "lady." and 
rude to a "person." 

His trade has cured him of any impulse to honor or to hon-
esty; loyalty and friendship are incompatible with snobbery, 
and your bourgeois will cut a life-long friend when he gets 
made a city knight.  He spends half his time yelling for more 
soldiers and sailors to protect his beastly commerce, the other 
half yelling for less soldiers and sailors so as to save his pocket.  
Between the two nothing gets done, and England enters the 
greatest was in history with a reach-me-down army at two and 
eleven three, thank you, madam. 

Even Lord Roberts and other "alarmists" were made the 
tools of thieves.  Newspapers started periodical scares, at which 
the editors scoffed in private, for the bribes of the armament 
companies. 

It is impossible to imagine a state of society more corrupt. 
In order, however, to sustain the peculiar conditions which 

favored the chicanery of the shopkeeper, it was important nev-
er to allow any seed of truth to germinate.  Once let light in by 
however small a chink in however remote a corner, and who 
can tell what may be disclosed? 



There was no love of country anywhere; but newspaper pat-
riotism makes a fine noise, and it is easy to shout down any 
inquirer.  So the Boer war went through, and the last scrap of 
the honor of England went with it.  It was "unpatriotic" to in-
quire into the misdeeds of contractors, or the briberies of politi-
cians.  Whitewash became the only wear. 

It is impossible for anyone but another Gibbon to write, as it 
should be written, the "Decline and Fall of the British Empire."  
I could write reams of its rottenness, but I should still find new 
instances.  There are, it seems, perhaps, but a few spots on the 
skin—mere copper-colored rashes.  But of what are they the 
sign?  Of a pox so virulent and so exhausting that in but a little 
the English must lose their national existence. 

The spectacle of the tradesman fighting against conscrip-
tion, which would send them to the front, while using every 
wile, trick and coercion to send others to the front, is so 
shameful, though I can thank God I am a Celt by blood, I feel 
angry that I did not leave England forever the moment I had 
done with Cambridge. 

However, if only every Celt will refuse to fight for anything 
but the freedom of his own country, the English will soon de-
stroy themselves altogether, and we shall inherit their lan-
guage, the only worthy thing they have, and which their news-
papers have not yet succeeded in debauching and degrading 
beyond repair.  There are still universities.  However, they have 
made it a crime in England to write good English—for style itself 
is a form of truth, being beauty; and truth and beauty are as 
welcome in England as detectives in a thieves' kitchen. 

Is there a cause for this?  Yes.  A cure?  Maybe. 
 

IV. 
When Shakespeare began to write, England was still Eng-

land.  There was still the virile tradition.  It was still possible to 
write like Rabelais, and be popular.  Trade had not sapped the 
soul of the people.  The God of generation still had honor.  Men 
were not ashamed of their own natures. 

But Catholicism was a little effeminate.  The crusading spirit 
had died, and explorers were expected to "get results" in a 
commercial sense.  America and the Indies were not civilized, 
but exploited.  Puritanism, mistaken as it was on the surface, in 
the conscious thought of its adherents, yet represented a real 
revolt of virility against the woman-spirit.  It was the naked 
God against vestments.  But this plan will not serve in the long 
run.  Mentula frigida se celat.  One must dress the pine cone 



with tendrils of the vine, then, truly, but not until later, it is 
strangled.  Thus the bare boards of the covenanters, instead of 
following the course of nature, cut it short.  God, instead of ful-
filling Himself, retired.  Protestantism led to infidelity.  Indiffer-
ence swept over England.  Materialism reigned.  Mammon be-
came God. 

Now money is not a thing-in-itself.  It is the only thing that 
is not.  Money is merely a medium of exchange.  A piece of pa-
per will serve; its only value consists in the agreement of the  
people to accept it as a token.  It is, therefore, the only thing in 
the world that will not serve a need for godhead.  Choose a 
stone or a tree; they have individuality; but any dollar bill is as 
good as any other dollar bill. 

This change in England even Milton saw when he laments 
simony in Lycidas.  Goldsmith saw it:  the "Deserted Village" is 
already one long tirade against commercialism. 

"Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, 
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay." 
Simple republican manners center in the family, and there-

fore in the father of the family.  The state is only a great family 
that nation is dead and damned that has not an holy patriarchal 
king to symbolize its aspirations, and to administer its sacra-
ments.  The Kaiser, King Albert, Franz Josef, all enshrine ideal-
isms.  George V means nothing. 

This fundamental basis of the state is therefore the trinity of 
father, mother, and child; and the unity of this trinity is the life-
principle of mankind itself.  Here is the secret of life; here is the 
transmission of all from generation to generation to generation; 
and the function of the mother is to surround it with the best 
conditions, to foster it, to protect it, to adorn it, to develop it 
from good to better, from better to best. 

It is extraordinary to me, even now, to think that there 
should be a land where such obvious truths will make men lift 
their hands in holy horror.  It is the one obscene—because epi-
cene—phenomenon of the world today.  But it is truth; and 
England will have none of it.  It is of the essence of all truth; 
and for this reason, though England may pardon me for all I 
have said against her people, she will never forget this thrust:  
I have praised her one-time virility.  Barry Lyndon abused and 
beat and robbed his wife; she forgave him until he called her an 
"old" something.  So a man will bear any insult; but hint that 
he is old, and he will kill you with all the mean cruelty of the 
eunuch. 



And England is old.  Where are Drake, Frobisher and Haw-
kins?  Where Cook, Burton, Cameron, Speke, Livingstone, and 
a thousand explorers?  Where are Clive, Hastings, Havelock, 
Napier, God knows how many heroes of India? 

Mais où sont les neiges d'antan? 
Instead they toy with vegetarianism, new thought, Eustace 

Miles, Socialism, humanitarianism, and faecalism generally.  
They talk.  Sex is tabu. 

The result has been that true men are outlawed.  Shelley 
was supposed to be a devil specially incarnated to plague man-
kind.  Burton was ostracized; Swinburne was "reformed"; Ro-
setti was expurgated; Wilde was crucified.  Even Wilde, though 
he was only a sham! 

Yet the greatest political force in England, Dilke, was 
damned for adultery; so was Parnell, the biggest man that ever 
fought for Ireland. 

Oh! it is the end of England.  Is there no hope?  Yes, let the 
ancient religion be revived; let Nietzsche be the text book of 
philosophy; let virility be reverenced, and God be held in holy 
awe!  Let the sacraments be re-established; let the fairies re-
turn to their sacred rings; let the Holy Grail once more pass in 
pomp before initiated eyes in Glastonbury, a pageant of purity 
and passion!  Let the Rosy Cross once more be worshipped in 
Iona; let the old gods live, and the gracious goddesses of the 
past hold their court in Ireland!  Let the old customs be revived, 
and every man in holiness achieve his destiny!  Let men play, 
not pay to watch others play; work for the work's sake, and not 
for the wage!  Let the poets and saints be honored, and the 
journalists and the clergy thrown on the dung-heap!  Let every 
father be given land, inalienable, to him and to his heirs forev-
er; and, free and independent, let him worship God in spirit and 
in truth.  Let the class which lives only be exploiting others be 
reduced to its natural social insignificance; let the possession of 
money be considered no more s equivalent to virtue.  Let there 
be justice, and no more law; truth, and no more sham. 

Let men love all men; fear God; honor the king. 
Then shall England again be England, and this hymn be 

theirs in peace and war: 
 
"Thou, who art I, beyond all I am, 
Who hast no nature and no name, 
Who art, when all but thou are gone, 
Thou, centre and secret of the sun. 
Thou, hidden spring of all things known 



And unknown, thou aloof, alone, 
Thou, the true fire within the reed 
Brooding and breeding, source and seed 
Of life, love, liberty, and light. 
Thou beyond speech and beyond sight, 
Thee I invoke, my faint fresh fire 
Kindling as my intents aspire. 
Thee I invoke, abiding one, 
Thee, center and secret of the sun, 
And that most holy mystery 
Of which the vehicle am I! 
Appear, most awful and most mild, 
As it is Lawful to thy child! 
 
So of the Father and the Son 
The Holy Spirit is the norm: 
Male-female, quintessential, one, 
Man-being veiled in woman-form! 
Glory and worship in the Highest, 
Thou Dove, mankind that defiest, 
Being that race—most royally run 
To spring sunshine through winter storm! 
Glory and worship be to thee, 
Sap of the world-ash, wonder-tree!" 


